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ABSTRACT

Semantic knowledge (or semantic memory) is knowledge we have about the world. For example, we know that knives are typically sharp, made of metal, and that they are tools used for cutting. To what kinds of experiences do we owe such knowledge? Most work has stressed the role of direct sensory and motor experiences. Another kind of experience, considerably less well understood, is our experience with language. We review two ways of thinking about the relationship between language and semantic knowledge: (i) language as mapping onto independently-acquired concepts, and (ii) language as a set of cues to meaning. We highlight some problems with the words-as-mappings view, and argue in favour of the words-as-cues alternative. We then review some surprising ways that language impacts semantic knowledge, and discuss how distributional semantics models can help us better understand its role. We argue that language has an abstracting effect on knowledge, helping to go beyond concrete experiences which are more characteristic of perception and action. We conclude by describing several promising directions for future research.
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1. Introduction

A central goal of cognitive science and cognitive neuroscience is to understand how people represent and organise semantic knowledge (e.g. Mahon & Hickok, 2016; Yee, Jones, & McRae, in press). Semantic knowledge is a broad construct, including everything one knows about dogs, fruit, knives, things that are green, time machines, and Holden Caulfield from \textit{The Catcher in the Rye}, etc. Researchers have attempted to understand the format in which semantic knowledge is represented (e.g. Barsalou, 2008; Edmiston & Lupyan, 2017; Laurence & Margolis, 1999; Mahon & Caramazza, 2008; Murphy, 2002) and how it develops (Carey, 2009; Clark, 1973; Saji et al., 2011; Wagner, Dobkins, & Barner, 2013). A question that has received relatively less attention is \textit{to what kinds of experiences do we owe such knowledge?}

We can broadly distinguish between two kinds of experiences. The first includes all our interactions with the world through nonverbal perception and action. For example, we can learn that knives are used for cutting by observing their use and by using them ourselves; we can learn that limes and grasshoppers are similarly green by observing their colours. Although there continues to be disagreement about whether the representations that comprise our semantic knowledge have the same format as the representations used in perception and action, few deny the importance of these experiences for the development of semantic knowledge.\textsuperscript{1}

The second kind of experience is language.\textsuperscript{2} It is through linguistic experiences that we learn names for things, e.g. that certain cutting tools are called “knives” and that “knives are made from steel.” To what extent does our semantic knowledge depend on experiences with language?

One answer is: it depends entirely on the domain. Knowledge in some domains may depend heavily on language. For example, without reading or talking about \textit{Catcher in the Rye}, we would know nothing about Holden Caulfield (if a movie version were ever released, the linguistically derived knowledge would be further supplemented by the visual experiences of watching the movie). That we know some things by virtue of learning about them through language is not especially controversial (e.g. Bloom, 2002; Painter, 2005), but sometimes a point of confusion. For example, after eviscerating the idea that the language one speaks can affect one’s conceptual structure, Devitt and Sterelny concluded that “the only respect in which language clearly and obviously does influence thought turns out to be rather banal: languages provides us with most of our concepts” (1987, p. 178). Presumably
the concepts the authors had in mind were those acquired with the help of language, and perhaps could not be acquired in its absence. Like others who have been puzzled by this example of supposed banality (e.g. Gentner & Goldin-Meadow, 2003), we believe that the possibility that some domains of semantic knowledge owe themselves primarily or even entirely to language is an important observation deserving of greater study. In contrast, knowledge in some domains seems to have little or nothing to do with language. For example, our knowledge that knives are sharp or what a lemon tastes like appears to be independent of language and instead depend entirely on sensorimotor experiences. In this paper, we argue that, in fact, much more of our semantic knowledge may derive from language than is often assumed.

2. Two accounts of the relationship between verbal and nonverbal knowledge

In this section we review two perspectives concerning the relationship between verbal and nonverbal knowledge. The first perspective is that verbal knowledge maps onto nonverbal knowledge. This position is sometimes glossed in the literature as the “cognitive priority” hypothesis (Bowerman, 2000) or more commonly, the notion that words map onto concepts. For example, when Snedeker and Gleitman ask “Why is it hard to label our concepts?” (2004), they are assuming that there are nonlinguistic and independently acquired (or else innate non-acquired) concepts that comprise our semantic knowledge, and then we learn words as labels for those concepts (Figure 1(A)). On this perspective, while language enables us to effectively communicate what we know, it plays no significant role in acquiring that semantic knowledge:

The meanings to be communicated, and their systematic mapping onto linguistic expressions, arise independently of exposure to any language. (Gleitman & Fisher, 2005, p. 133)

The second perspective paints a very different picture (Figure 1(B)). Rather than simply mapping onto pre-existing conceptual representations, words help construct these representations. Rather than mapping onto meaning, words are cues to meaning (Elman, 2004, 2009; Rumelhart, 1979). On this perspective, our semantic knowledge reflects both perceptual and linguistic experiences, but, as we describe in more detail below, the two experiences differ in some key ways. On the words-as-cues view, language is afforded a much more central role in the formation of semantic knowledge, not only as a source of knowledge (of the sort you

Figure 1. (A) According to the words-as mapping perspective, words map onto pre-existing concepts. This view places limits on the potential for language to inform semantic knowledge. (B) On the alternative words-as-cues perspective, semantic knowledge derives from both verbal and nonverbal experiences. Both types of experiences contribute to a common representational space (schematicized here as a manifold). On this view, language can distort semantic knowledge derived from perception/action or even be the sole source of knowledge for some domains.
might obtain by reading a book), but as a way of augmenting knowledge derived from direct motor and perceptual experience. The words-as-cues perspective is logically compatible with the view that humans are born with certain pre-linguistic conceptual primitives that “seed” lexical systems. But by viewing linguistic experience as playing a potentially causal role in creating semantic knowledge, this perspective opens up a variety of empirical questions concerning the ways in which language does (and does not) shape semantic knowledge.

2.1. Perspective 1: words-as-mapping

Perhaps the most widespread view regarding the relationship between verbal and nonverbal knowledge is that words map onto “concepts”. It is this view that Li and Gleitman have in mind when they claim that “humans invent words that label their concepts” (Li & Gleitman, 2002, p. 266). The mapping view dominates the literature on word learning (for further discussion, see Barrett, 1986; Tomasello, 2001; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). For example, researchers routinely talk about the “traditional child language ‘mapping problem’ [wherein] children attach the forms of language to what they know about objects, events and relations in the world” (Bloom, 1995, pp. 21–22), and ask “[h]ow do infants begin to map words to concepts, and thus establish their meaning?” (Waxman & Leddon, 2010, p. 180). Most of this literature says little about where the concepts that words map onto come from, but rather assumes they are generated by some process independent of language. Siskind provides an illustrative example:

Suppose that you were a child. And suppose that you heard the utterance John walked to school. And suppose that when hearing this utterance, you saw John walk to school. And suppose, following Jackendoff (1983), that upon seeing John walk to school, your perceptual faculty could produce the expression GO(John, TO(school)) to represent that event. And further suppose that you would entertain this expression as the meaning of the utterance that you just heard. At birth, you could not have known the meanings of the words John, walked, to, and school, for such information is specific to English. Yet, in the process of learning English, you come to possess a mental lexicon that maps the words John, walked, to, and school to representations like John, GO(x, y), TO(x), and school, respectively. (Siskind, 1996)

For words to map onto concepts, the concepts must exist prior to the words (see Devitt & Sterelny, 1987; Pinker, 1994; cf. Bowerman, 2000; Levinson, 1997; Malt et al., in press) and so it makes little sense to ask about the effect of learning the word “school” or indeed that schools are the sort of thing that “John” can “go to” on our semantic knowledge of schools. If “these linguistic categories and structures are more-or-less straightforward mappings from a preexisting conceptual space, programmed into our biological nature” (Li & Gleitman, 2002, p. 266), then asking what effect the learning and use of language has on their development becomes self-defeating.4

In the two sections below, we will describe two problems with the words-as-mapping view: the context-dependence of word meaning and the challenge of cross-linguistic differences. We believe that when taken together these problems are insurmountable and that an alternative way of thinking about the relationship between language and “nonverbal” semantic knowledge is needed. We describe this alternative in Section 3.

2.1.1. The context dependence of word-meaning

The first problem with the idea of mapping words to meanings is that the meaning of a word depends on the context in which it is used. That words are polysemous is of course not news (see e.g. Murphy, 2010; Nerlich, 2003; Sandra & Rice, 1995; Tyler & Evans, 2001). The reason polysemy is such a problem for the words-as-mapping view is that it complicates the process of mapping arguably to the point of implausibility. Consider these sentences:

(1) The man took the candy
(2) The man took the car.
(3) The man took the picture.
(4) The man took a seat.
(5) The man took a stand.
(6) The man took the stand.

How many distinct concepts does the word “take” map onto in sentences 1–6? Does taking the car map onto the same concept of TAKE as taking the picture? To claim that all these instances map onto the same concept is problematic because it fails to account for the differences in meaning. Claiming that all these instances correspond to distinct concepts is also problematic because it fails to capture the similarity relationships that the various senses of “take” share (see also Lakoff, 1990).5

The problem of context dependence, however, runs deeper than words having multiple senses. Consider these sentences:

(7) The fish attacked the swimmer.
(8) The fish avoided the swimmer.
On any strictly linguistic analysis, “fish” would appear to mean the same thing in (7) and (8). But how would we know if “fish” actually maps onto the same concept of FISH in both cases? One way to find out is by using a cued recall task. In this procedure, participants read a list of sentences that includes either (7) or (8), and are then cued with various words, and asked to recall the sentence most related to the cued word. The word “fish” is similarly effective for cuing (7) and (8). However, recall of (7) can be doubled by cuing people with the word “shark”. Using more specific cues such as the names of various typical fish either reduces or has no effect on the recall of (8) (Anderson et al., 1976; see also Anderson & Shifrin, 1980; Garnham, 1979). On the mapping view, the word “fish” would therefore seem to “map” onto SHARK in (7) but not in (8). Although these problems have long been appreciated as presenting difficulties for word learning, they also point to limitations of the words-as-mapping view as a framework for thinking about the relationship between words and meanings.

2.1.2. Cross-linguistic differences in patterns of naming

If words map to prelinguistic concepts, we might think that the vocabularies of all languages are largely the same, varying only to the extent that speakers of different languages are likely to have different artifacts, plants, and animals in their environment that need to be named. But this is not what we find (e.g. Wierzbicka, 1996). The notion of even a small “core vocabulary” common to all languages has been described as a “mystical concept” (Borin, 2012). This poses a fatal problem for the words-as-mapping view. If languages differ in their vocabulary, how can we ever know what concept a word of a language supposedly maps onto?

One solution is to posit a set of common prelinguistic concepts which all languages draw on, but do not necessarily lexicalise in the same way, i.e. that the mapping between languages and concepts is not one-to-one and the differences in the vocabularies of different languages owe themselves to different mappings to an otherwise common conceptual space. Indeed, many point out that “not all words map onto concepts” (Carruthers & Boucher, 1998, p. 185) and that “words do not always map onto concepts in a one-to-one manner” (Hoff, 2013, p. 163). Hoff’s need to clarify this point highlights the propensity for researchers to assume just such a one-to-one relationship, e.g. see Laurence and Margolis (1999, p. 4).

To see why this solution fails, we need to ask what concepts people who take the word-as-mapping view have in mind when they talk about words mapping onto concepts. Often, the answer leads right back to language. The reasoning seems to be: if there is a word “bird” in English, it is because the words of English pick out the pre-existing concepts; hence our concepts (or at least the basic ones) just correspond to the words of English. For example, Laurence and Margolis (1999) write that they “won’t worry about the possibility that one language may use a phrase where another uses a word,” and assume that simple expressions correspond to simple concepts, e.g. “BIRD rather than BIRDS THAT EAT REDDISH WORMS IN THE EARLY MORNING HOURS” (p. 4). The assumption here is that there is something inherently simple and basic about the category BIRD and it is because of this simplicity that it maps onto a single English word. The problem is that this reasoning is potentially circular. If language plays a causal role in conceptual development, then the apparent naturalness of BIRD may owe itself to experience with the word. Malt et al. (2015; see also Wierzbicka, 2013) paint a dire picture of the extent to which researchers have relied on words to make inferences about nonverbal semantic knowledge:

…it the prevailing assumption seems to be that many important concepts can be easily identified because they are revealed by words – in fact, for many researchers, the words of English… words such as “hat”, “fish”, “triangle”, “table”, and “robin”. [Researchers often take] English nouns to reveal the stock of basic concepts that might be innate … [and] work on conceptual combination has taken nouns such as “chocolate” and “bee” or “zebra” and “fish” to indicate what concepts are combined …. (Malt et al., 2015)

However basic the meaning of “bird” may be to English speakers, the English meaning which excludes bats and grasshoppers, but includes penguins and emus is, in fact, not universal. For a speaker of Nunggubuyu, the closest word denotes a category that includes both bats and grasshoppers. One may surmise that their intuition would be that the English meaning of “bird” is the more unnatural one (Wierzbicka, 1996, p. 151). Even words like “eat” and “drink” which seem to map onto actions in which all humans engage are not lexical universals (Wierzbicka, 2009).7

This non-universality of word meanings is a problem for the words-as-mapping perspective because it means that we cannot use words as proxies for prelinguistic concepts. For example, imagine that you are an English-speaking researcher interested in understanding the nonlinguistic semantic representations of body parts. Quite reasonably, you may assume that the concepts HAND and ARM are basic nonlinguistic meanings which map onto the nonlinguistic categories of “hand” and “arm”. But now suppose you are a Russian-speaking
researcher who has learned, as part of learning Russian, to use the term ("ру́ка") which refers to a region that in English corresponds to both the “hand” and the “arm”. You might naturally assume that the word “ruka,” neatly maps onto the prelinguistic and basic concept RUKA\(^8\) with the part of the RUKA picked out by “hand” an example of a conceptual elaboration. Who is right?

If this sounds like what Whorf was describing when he wrote of a “principle of relativity which holds that all observers are not led by the same physical evidence to the same picture of the universe, unless their linguistic backgrounds are similar” (Whorf, 1956, p. 214), it is – the observers in this case are researchers and the “picture of the universe” concerns the conceptual inventory humans are thought to possess. There is some irony that many of the researchers who rely on the language they happen to speak to make inferences about universal concepts also dismiss Whorf’s observations about how the linguistic constructs that we have internalised can skew our perspective of what is natural (see Leavitt, 2011 for a historical perspective of this point). Although some concepts are indeed more basic than others and conceptual complexity is likely to correlate strongly with linguistic complexity (Lewis & Frank, 2016; Shepard, Hovland, & Jenkins, 1961), making valid inferences about conceptual complexity from language requires exhaustive cross-linguistic comparison.

Taken together, we believe that contextual dependence of word meanings and their cross-linguistic variability pose two insurmountable problems for the words-as-mapping perspective.

### 2.2. Perspective 2: words as cues

The alternative to thinking about words deriving meanings by mapping onto a separate conceptual landscape, is to think of words as helping to construct meaning, a framework we will gloss as words-as-cues (e.g. Elman, 2004, 2009; Lupyan, 2016; Lupyan & Bergen, 2015; Rumelhart, 1979). On this view, the meaning of a word is “revealed by the effects it has on [mental] states” (Elman, 2004, p. 301). What are the mental states on which words have their effects? They are the same mental states that are activated in response to nonverbal stimuli: sensory states, motor states, affective states, and all the combinations thereof. Just as seeing a raspberry is made meaningful by our prior interaction with it (we learn what they taste like, that red ones are ripe, etc.), so hearing or seeing the word “raspberry” is made meaningful by activating the same types of mental states. On its face, this account is just the embodied (or grounded) cognition account (Allport, 1985; Barsalou, 2008, 2016 for a defense against recent critiques). But instead of asking whether meaning is grounded in sensorimotor states or fully abstracted from them (see Borghi & Cimatti, 2009; Louwerse, 2011; Zwaan, 2014 for thoughtful articulations of various middle grounds), thinking of words as cues encourages us to ask a somewhat different line of inquiry: what do words – and experience with language more broadly – do to our mental states that comprise semantic knowledge in the course of learning and using language?

Consider our semantic knowledge of colours. Putting aside the question concerning its format, what kinds of experiences are responsible for colour knowledge? For example, how do we know that cherries and bricks have a roughly similar colour? One answer is that we know this through perceptual experiences. Language would seem to have nothing to do with it. However, many individuals who are congenitally blind can also know the characteristic colours of various objects as well as the relationship between colour, e.g. that orange is more similar to red than to green (Connolly, Gleitman, & Thompson-Schill, 2007; Marmor, 1978). This knowledge could not have been acquired from perception and owes itself solely to linguistic experiences. That someone with no direct perceptual experiences of colour can nevertheless know something (indeed, quite a bit!) about colour solely from language raises the question of the extent to which language can inform our semantic knowledge when combined with perceptual experiences. This is the topic of the next section.

### 3. The consequences of the word-as-cues perspective for understanding the structure of semantic knowledge

In the sections that follow we briefly consider three questions suggested by the words-as-cues approach: (1) How rich is the input from language? (2) Which aspects of semantic knowledge can we learn from language and which can we not? (3) What, if anything, is special about using words to construct meaning? What is the difference between thoughts about red raspberries as cued by as actual raspberries and thoughts cued by linguistic phrases like “red” and “raspberry”?

#### 3.1. How rich is the input from language?

Imagine a learner whose sole source of knowledge is language. No perception, no action, and no interaction. How much, in principle, is it possible to learn from such input? The answer is surprising, at least to us. Consider: In 2011, IBM’s Watson computer handily beat Ken Jennings and Brad Rutter, the two best Jeopardy
players. It won by using knowledge gleaned entirely from ingesting language. This language was, of course, previously generated by real, behaving, embodied human being (and we imagine was heavily curated by engineers to maximise Watson’s chances of winning). But even so, Watson was able to win with knowledge conveyed entirely through language. However contrived Jeopardy may be, this example begins to hint at just how much structure there exists in language that can be potentially exploited by a learner. The possibility of learning conceptual structure from linguistic experiences suggests that rather than existing prior to language – as implied by the words-as-mapping view – aspects of conceptual structure are, in principle, learnable from language itself.

It has been long known that linguistic regularities can be used to bootstrap learning. Hearing the phrase “here’s some sib” allows even young children to assume that sib is a type of substance, and if one heard “here’s a sib”, one can infer that “sib” is a countable object (Brown, 1958; Fisher, Hall, Rakowitz, & Gleitman, 1994). When presented with the seemingly nonsensical phrase “The gostak distims the doshes”, we may not know what a gostak is, but we know that it is doing something (distimming) and it is doing it to the doshes (Ingram, 1903). In more morphologically rich languages, the power of grammar to support meaning is substantially enhanced. The Russian version of the gostak example is “Глока ya kuzdra shteko budlanula bokra i kuryachit bok-ryonka” (Uspenskij, 1962) with the bold text highlighting the (meaningless) word stems; the rest are inflectional suffixes. This “nonsense” string communicates a wealth of information to the listener despite lacking “real” words.

Knowing something about the grammar helps to construct meaning without needing to first associate the terms with lexical concepts (see also Goldberg, 2003 on constructing meaning from syntax). Now let us up the ante. Imagine the linguistic input is just lots of structured text, for example articles from Wikipedia or a large collection of news-stories. The text is presented as a (very) long string without any tagging or parsing or hand tweaking to a naïve learner that knows nothing about language or the world. How much is it possible to learn from such an input? Perhaps because psychologists have long lived in the shadow of the “poverty of the stimulus”, the answer might be “not very much.” For example, Gleitman rightly points out that seeing a door open is probably more likely to be accompanied by linguistic expressions like “Look who’s home!” rather than anything to do with opening or doors (Gleitman, 1990, p. 21). And so, to the uninitiated, the empirical successes of using the signals present in language to derive meaning are nothing short of astounding.

We will focus on distributional models of semantics which attempt to discover structure in language by tracking the contexts in which words are used. In accordance with the classic dictum “you shall know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth, 1957), words used in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings. By computing contextual similarities, it is possible to capture similarity relations between words that occur in similar contexts even if they never occurred in the same context (Hollis & Westbury, 2016; Lenci, 2008). Beyond capturing similarity relations between single words, it is possible to compose word vectors (Mitchell & Lapata, 2010) to capture similarity not only between sentences that were part of the training set, but entirely novel sentences, for example, recognising the similarity between “cookie dwarves hop under the crimson planet” and “gingerbread gnomes dance under the red moon”.11

Although distributional models have had a long history in psychology (Andrews, Vigliocco, & Vinson, 2009; Louwerse, 2011; see Hollis & Westbury, 2016; Lenci, 2008; Yee et al., in press for reviews), arguably the most exciting recent development has been a massive scaling up of these models using more efficient training methods and large corpora of text. The best known of these is Google’s word2vec (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013; Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013), a three-layer neural network that is trained by being presented one word at a time and attempting to predict the words that surround the input word.12 Although differing in details, the logic of this predictive model is broadly similar to that of Elman’s Simple Recurrent Network (Elman, 1990) which, when trained with a toy corpus was able to extract lexical classes (nouns, verbs) and broad semantic fields (animals, edible items, etc.) (Elman, 2004). The new models go much further by capturing a considerable amount of variance of human word-to-word similarity ratings (e.g. Gerz, Vulić, Hill, Reichart, & Korhonen, 2016; Hill, Reichart, & Korhonen, 2016; Levy & Goldberg, 2014). Here are some similarity relations word2vec captures by simply attempting to predict words from surrounding words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity (red, orange)</th>
<th>&gt; Similarity (red, green)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Similarity (blanket, bed)</td>
<td>&gt; Similarity (blanket, couch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity (lemon, sour)</td>
<td>&gt; Similarity (watermelon, sour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity (New York, Boston)</td>
<td>&gt; Similarity (New York, Milwaukee)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That it is possible to derive such similarity relationships from strings of words is both interesting and relevant for understanding the kinds of knowledge that is implicitly conveyed by language, but would not surprise
those familiar with Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) and Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL; Lund & Burgess, 1996) models of 20 years ago. However, models like word2vec capture not only similarity relations between words (which, as mentioned above, can also be used to derive similarity relations of larger utterances), but learn a kind of semantic compositionality. By calculating a direction vector between one word (or group of words) and another and then translating it onto another word, the network’s learned representations are able to perform a kind of analogical reasoning. Figure 2 shows some examples from a word2vec skip-gram model trained on Google News corpus (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013), and a version of the skip-gram model (fast-text) trained on Wikipedia, (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016) (and available in multiple languages). The first example (Figure 2(A)) has by now been widely circulated: the directional vector projecting from “man” to “woman” acts as a kind of feminising operator such that when it is applied to “king”, the closest resultant word is “queen.” The model is not performing explicit analogy as such. Rather, it is attempting to find the word that minimises the dot product between it and king → man + woman (Levy & Goldberg, 2014).

Figure 2(B) shows additional subtlety captured by these semantic embeddings. The projection from the “United States” to “Washington”, when applied to

Figure 2. Sample “analogies” derived from a skip-gram model trained on Google News or Wikipedia (see text for details). The visualisations are schematic projections of the 300-dimensional semantic embedding.
Australia, yields its capital, Canberra. The projection from the United States to New York when applied to Australia, yields Sydney, capturing something like city size or prominence. The projection from the “United States” to “Yosemite” appears to convey a park/wilderness dimension and when applied to Australia yields Tasmania. Figure 2(C) shows an example of some of the morphological structure that the models extracted, having learned that the difference between “walking” and “walked” is analogous to that between “swimming” and “swam” (given that the models are not trained on phonology or orthography, these relationships are derived entirely from patterns of usage). Figure 2(D) shows some interesting hints that the models also learn some deeper relationships. The projection from “breakfast” to “dinner” appears to capture something about relative time. When applied to “morning”, it yields “afternoon” (with “evening” and “night” as competitors immediately); when applied to “today,” it yields “tomorrow.” Of course the difference between “breakfast” and “dinner” is not only one of time. We know, for example, that dinners tend to be larger than breakfasts. It appears that the network does as well. When the lunch:dinner projection is applied to “small”, the result is “large”.

By computing a vector from multiple words it is possible to capture even more abstract relationships. Projecting from “animal” (or “mammal”) to several wild carnivores (“wolf” and “tiger”) and then applying the projection to “fish” yields “shark” – a prototypically dangerous fish (Figure 2(E)). Projecting from “animal” (or “mammal”) to several common pets (“dog” and “cat”) and then projecting to “fish” yields “goldfish,” a common pet fish (Figure 2(F)). This is, of course, the very sort of compositionality that was once thought impossible without the use of explicit compositional semantics (Fodor, 2001; Fodor & Lepore, 1996; Gleitman, Armstrong, & Connolly, 2012). It is interesting to consider to what extent such relational sensitivity is an implementation of conceptual theories (Murphy & Medin, 1985).

To be sure, these models are far from perfect and make errors no healthy person would make (see below). To perform well, they require exposure to very large amounts of text; the performance declines considerably when the models instead receive the kind of input that is closer to what children actually hear (Ask, Willits, & Jones, 2016). On the other hand, human learners benefit from many sources of information that are not available to the models. Recall that the sole input to the models are strings of text. They do not benefit from pragmatic inference and, as we mentioned earlier, lack all direct exposure to the world (though of course people who generate the language on which the models are trained, do have such direct access).

The above examples suggest that learning the relationships shown in Figure 2 could, in principle, be driven by language. The information is there. The extent to which people use it remains an open question.

3.2. What kinds of semantic knowledge can we learn from language and what can we not?

The examples discussed in section 3.1 show some of the kinds of knowledge it is possible to obtain from language. Imagine a hypothetical learner whose only input was naturally occurring language. What kinds of knowledge would be difficult or impossible to learn from this input? What kinds of knowledge would be relatively easy to learn? What kinds of knowledge might we be learning only by virtue of using language? We will not fully answer these questions here but we highlight below some potentially useful directions for making some progress.

One may suppose that the hypothetical learner whose input is purely linguistic would learn nothing about what things look like, feel like, or sound like. Nevertheless, language captures a surprising amount of perceptual knowledge (and this is why someone who is congenitally blind knows quite a bit about perceptual qualities like colour). However, it is not a coincidence that the examples most frequently used to highlight the semantic savvy of models like word2vec are of the man:woman :: king:queen variety. In our informal analysis, the model’s performance on analogies like ball:round :: banana:__ is dismal. None of the top 30 of the model’s responses even pertain to shape. Although the model “knows” that apple:red :: banana:yellow, the colours blue, purple, and pink are in close competitors to yellow while green is not. Investigating perceptual qualities like taste and feel, likewise reveals large gaps. Although Similarity(pillow, soft) > Similarity(pillow, hard), the top 30 semantic neighbours of “pillow” do not include “soft” which is one of the most frequent human-produced associations (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 2004). Similarly, the models learn that “Firestone” is a kind of tire, but judge tires to be more similar to squares than circles. A general hypothesis then is that language input is especially useful for generating abstract and relational knowledge and poorer at generating concrete perceptual knowledge (see Gentner & Boroditsky, 2001 for related discussion). To our knowledge, this hypothesis has not been comprehensively tested. Some supportive evidence comes from a series of analyses by Hill et al. (2016) comparing the similarity spaces generated by word2vec and related models to human similarity judgments. As mentioned above, the correlation between
the models and human judgments is impressively high (with correlations above .7 being common). However in much of the work the semantic embeddings learned by the models were compared to human judgments of relatedness between word pairs (e.g. Baroni, Dinu, & Krusszewski, 2014). On this measure, leashes are judged as being highly related to both dogs and ropes (confusingly this measure is often called “similarity”). When the learned semantic embeddings are instead correlated with human ratings gathered to prioritise perceptual similarity (e.g. by instructing human raters to rate pairs such as *car-tire* as low because cars and tires share few perceptual features), the correlations drop to around 0.4 (Hill et al., 2016). This suggests that the distributional semantic models are failing to capture a considerable amount of perceptual similarity. Hill et al. (2016) also reported that the correlations between model and human ratings were stronger for abstract words than for concrete words. However, these results were confounded by lexical class and word frequency. In our own analysis (to be reported elsewhere), we compared word2vec’s similarity to human similarity ratings (Hill et al., 2016) for words varying in concreteness (Brysbaert, Warriner, & Kuperman, 2014) while controlling for lexical class, frequency, and number of senses using WordNet’s synsets. The correlation between word2vec and human similarity was substantially worse for words with more senses (i.e. more polysemous words), but the effect of concreteness interacted in complex ways with polysemy and lexical class, suggesting that the story is more complex than a simple main effect of concreteness.

To summarise, distributional semantic models learn an impressive amount of abstract information (see section 3.1), but fail to capture some seemingly basic perceptual information such as tires being round. An exciting recent development are multimodal semantic models which combine in a common set of network weights perceptual information (typically representations learned by deep convolutional neural networks), mirroring the schematic of the words-as-cues schematic (Figure 1(B)). These weights ought to correlate with human knowledge better than the approximation given by linguistic patterns or by perceptual information alone, and it appears that they do (Anderson, Bruni, Bor dignon, Poesio, & Baroni, 2013; Bruni, Boleda, Baroni, & Tran, 2012; Bruni, Tran, & Baroni, 2014; Frome et al., 2013; Silberer, Ferrari, & Lapata, 2016). This work, still in its early stages, is highly promising for providing further insights into what kinds of knowledge perception and language offer to the learner. It bears mention that although the performance of these models shows that it is – in principle – possible to learn these semantic embeddings from the input, it does not necessarily follow that people’s semantic knowledge is learned in this fashion.

### 3.3. Knowledge through language versus knowledge through perception: language as a means of abstraction

So far we have described some of the surprising richness of language as a guide to semantic knowledge. Linguistic input is surprisingly informative about space, time, relational knowledge, and conveys a surprising amount of what people ordinarily think of as basic perceptual information. The ability to derive – from ungrounded strings of symbols alone – that goldfish are pet fish and that breakfasts come before dinners is, of course, only possible because language is produced by people with grounded experiences and there are limits to perceptual knowledge that language tends to encode (indeed, it may be the most evident perceptual facts may be missing from the language signal precisely because they are perceptually evident). Understanding these limits is an important future direction.

In this section, we ask a question that follows from sections 3.1 and 3.2: To the extent that certain kinds of knowledge can be conveyed by both language and perception, are they conveyed in the same way? For example, we can learn that bananas are yellow by seeing them, or through language (not only by hearing people describe them as yellow, but also by noting the similarity of the contexts in which the words occur). But is there a systematic difference in the kinds of semantic knowledge that may be formed from language versus from perceptual experience? The difficulty of answering this question is due in part to the difficulty in assessing the provenance of one’s knowledge (but see Bellebaum et al., 2013; Cross et al., 2012 for examples of effectively manipulating it). However, some insight comes from studies in which linguistic factors are experimentally manipulated while people attempt to learn new categories or use existing knowledge to recognise or make inferences about familiar categories. Below, we briefly review evidence that, under the influence of language, semantic knowledge may become more categorical with consequences for behaviour ranging from basic perception to reasoning (see Lupyan, 2012, 2016; Lupyan & Bergen, 2015; Perry & Lupyan, 2014 for more extended discussion.). To foreshadow: Language appears to promote abstraction. We perceive specific objects and events, but we talk about them categorically. As a consequence, learning and using verbal labels appears to augment perceptual representations to make them more categorical – taking on a form that emphasises category diagnostic features, and thereby...
becoming separated (i.e. abstracted) from the specific experience.

Studies of category learning provide one source of evidence that something interesting happens when learning is augmented by language. Infants and toddlers appear to learn categories more effectively when the categories are accompanied by labels (e.g. Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Waxman & Markow, 1995; cf. Robinson, Best, Deng, & Sloutsky, 2012). Studies of category learning in adults have likewise shown language to facilitate learning of new categories. When participants were tasked with learning which of two species of “aliens” should be approached versus avoided, they learned about twice as quickly when the to-be-learned categories were labelled (Lupyan & Casasanto, 2015; Lupyan, Rakison, & McClelland, 2007). These results importantly complement the studies with infant and older children (e.g. Casasola, 2005; Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007) in that the adult all knew that there were two categories to be learned, but were nevertheless able to learn them more easily when the categories were accompanied by labels.

Labels continue to aid categorisation even of previously learned very familiar items. Lupyan and Thompson-Schill (2012) conducted a series of cued recognition experiments. On each trial participants heard a cue – either a verbal cue such as “dog” or a non-verbal cue such as a dog-bark. Following the cue, participants saw a picture that either matched the cue at the basic level (e.g. a picture of a dog) or did not match (e.g. a picture of a cat). Participants had to indicate whether the cue matched the image. All of the auditory cues were normed to be maximally unambiguous and participants heard each cue and saw each image dozens of times over the course of the experiment. The results showed that hearing words led to consistently faster categorisation of subsequently presented pictures. This label-advantage persisted for new categories of “alien musical instruments” for which participants learned to criterion either names or corresponding sounds – further evidence that the advantage did not arise from the non-verbal cues being less familiar or inherently more difficult to process. The effects of labels were not uniform, but affected the most typical category members more than the less typical instances, as expected if the labels were activating a representation that emphasised category-diagnostic features and abstracted over more idiosyncratic features. Subsequent studies (Edmiston & Lupyan, 2015) tested and confirmed the prediction that non-verbal cues such as dog barks activated states that were better matches to specific dogs whereas verbal labels appeared to activate states that were more abstracted – taking on a form that emphasised category-diagnostic features.

To further understand the mechanisms of this label advantage, Boutonnet and Lupyan (2015) measured electrophysiological responses (ERPs) elicited by images that matched or mismatched previously presented verbal and nonverbal cues, e.g. a picture of a dog or car following the word “dog” or a barking sound. Both verbal and nonverbal mismatching trials elicited identically strong N400 responses – often interpreted to mean that both cue-picture mismatches were equally “surprising” at a semantic level. However, only verbal cues elicited differential early visual (P100) responses to matching vs. mismatching pictures. These early visual responses predicted behavioural categorisation responses occurring half a second later. These results show that when requiring recognition of images at the level of basic categories, a label activates more categorical representations which allow for more efficient visual recognition of the image – a form of category-based attention (Lupyan, 2017). Further evidence that verbal labels elicit more categorical representations comes from the domain of colour. In a series of colour discrimination tasks, Forder and Lupyan (2017a, 2017b) found that colour names – e.g. hearing the word “green” – affected people’s visual discrimination accuracy by facilitating discrimination of category members from nonmembers and distinguishing category typical from atypical colours. Ostensibly the same information conveyed via visual cues had no comparable effect on visual discrimination. Combined, these results suggest that language activates visual representations that are partly constitutive of visual knowledge (Edmiston & Lupyan, 2017), but in so doing, augments them into a more categorical form than when ostensibly the same representations are activated by nonlinguistic inputs.

Just as adding linguistic experience can enhance categorisation, interfering with language can impair it. In one study (Lupyan, 2009), participants completed an odd-one out task where they had to choose which picture or word did not belong based on colour, size, or thematic relationship while under conditions of verbal interference. Based on prior work suggesting that individuals with anomic aphasia, a subtype of aphasia characterised by poor naming combined with good language comprehension, had specific difficulty with categorisation tasks requiring focus on a specific perceptual dimension (Davidoff & Roberson, 2004), we predicted that verbal interference would specifically affect colour and size categorisation blocks while leaving thematic categorisation unaffected. This is precisely what was found. Unlike appreciating the similarity between a saucepan and a refrigerator (items which cohere together in a variety of ways), appreciating the similarity between a cherry and a brick requires projecting the representations onto a colour dimension, and
representing the overlap. In subsequent work, we have confirmed earlier reports that this type of “low-dimensional” categorisation is impaired in individuals with anomic aphasia (Lupyan & Mirman, 2013). In another test of the idea that verbal labels promote the formation of low-dimensional categories, Perry and Lupyan (2014) had participants learn simple visual categories of “minerals” (Gabor patches) defined by two dimensions: orientation (more vs. less steep) and spatial frequency (higher vs. lower contrast). The space of exemplars was set up so that participants could use a single dimension – either orientation or spatial frequency – or integrate both dimensions. The results showed that when implicit labelling was subtly interfered with using cathodal stimulation over Wernicke’s area, participants were more likely to learn categories that incorporated both dimensions. In contrast, control participants were more likely to learn a more one-dimensional representation of the categories. It is this process of dimensional reduction, we think is aided by language. Although seeing colours certainly does not require or depend on language, categorising objects by their colour similarity is another matter, as Koemeda-Lutz et al., remarked, “red cherries and red bricks may be judged to be alike mainly via what is concentrated and coined in the verbal label ‘red’” (Koemeda-Lutz, Cohen, & Meier, 1987).

Why do labels have the effect of making our representations more categorical? Consider colour as an example. All of our perceptual experiences with colour involve specific objects with specific size, texture, location, and all the other properties intrinsic to perceiving visual objects. We do not see red. Rather, we see specific instances of redness. Contrast this with the experience of hearing or reading something described as “red.” The word abstracts over shades of red in a way that perceptual experiences of redness do not; an actual experience of redness cannot have an ambiguous hue. A linguistic experience of redness (i.e. talk about “red things”) can (although, frequently more specific shades can often be recovered from context: cf. “red hair” vs. “red car”). We have previously referred to this aspect of language as motivation (Edmiston & Lupyan, 2015; Lupyan & Bergen, 2015). Perceptual cues are motivated. For example, a dog bark is motivated by such factors as the dog’s size; the larger the dog the lower the pitch of the bark. Just about every perceptual input is motivated in this way. In contrast, verbal cues are (for the most part) unmotivated. Normally, we cannot tell from how one says “dog” what size dog they have in mind.16 The uncertainty inherent in language promotes the formation – in both developmental time and in the moment – of representations that represent category diagnostic information and abstract over idiosyncratic information. The consequences of these more categorical representations are substantial, spanning basic perceptual tasks (Lupyan, 2008; Lupyan & Spivey, 2008, 2010a, 2010b; Lupyan & Ward, 2013) and higher level reasoning (Lupyan, 2015).

4. Outstanding questions and further directions

We have argued for a shift in thinking about the relationship between verbal and nonverbal knowledge and the influence of language on semantic knowledge: away from thinking of words as mapping onto pre-existing concepts, and toward focusing on words as cues, which along with perception and action help construct our semantic knowledge across developmental and in-the-moment timescales. In the sections above, we have described a number of what we believe are particularly exciting advancements such as the development of large-scale distributional semantics models and the exciting development of models that learn multimodal embeddings that combine information from perception and language. In this last section, we describe some additional research directions and experimental hypotheses suggested by thinking about semantic knowledge from a words-as-cues framework. These are organised around three themes: (1) expanding the study of context, (2) consequences of cross-linguistic differences, and (3) consequences of the learning source on semantic knowledge.

4.1. Expanding the study of context

If a language acts “directly on mental states” (Elman, 2004) – the same mental states that constitute all our general knowledge about the world, then, in principle, anything a speaker knows can be brought to bear on understanding a given linguistic utterance (Casasanto & Lupyan, 2014 for discussion). That is, the effect that a linguistic input has on the hearer’s mind depends on the hearer’s current state of mind. The role of context in language processing has been studied extensively, but much of this work has been focused on how expectations set up by language influence subsequent linguistic processing (e.g. Tabossi & Johnson-Laird, 1980). We advocate for a much broader view of context. For example, the meaning of “puzzle” – its effect on your mental states – ought to be different if said by a child (which may bring to mind a big colourful jigsaw puzzle) than by a grandma (in which case it might bring to mind cross-word or Sudoku puzzles). Thus although in both cases the word may be activating a more categorical state than one induced by seeing a
particular puzzle, the details of this abstraction may differ considerably depending on context.

There is some existing evidence that is consistent with this prediction. For example, van Berkum et al. (Van Berkum, van den Brink, Tesink, Kos, & Hagoort, 2008) found a larger N400 ERP response (interpreted as indexing a semantic anomaly) when participants heard sentences like “Every evening I drink some wine before I go to sleep” spoken by a child speaker, or “I have a large tattoo on my back” spoken in an upper-class accent. The difference in the N400 component was found at the same latency as those for purely semantic anomalies (“Dutch trains are sour and blue”), about 200 ms after the acoustic onset of the unpredicted information (e.g. “tattoo”, “sour”), showing that putatively pragmatic information is operating on the timescale as classically “semantic” information, blurring the boundary between these domains. An important direction for future research will be to better understand such effects (Hagoort & Van Berkum, 2007; Van Berkum, 2008; see also Willits, Amato, & MacDonald, 2015).

4.2. Consequences of cross-linguistic differences for semantic knowledge

Different languages vary in the ease of expressing the “same” idea. Skeptics should attempt translation (Eco, 2008). One problem, discussed in section 2.1.2, is that seemingly equivalent words generalise differently in different languages. For example, in English, one can “open” an envelope, a drawer, and a bag. Korean uses different verbs for these actions, but connotes opening an envelope, unwrapping a package, and removing wallpaper (Bowerman & Choi, 2003). At issue is whether an English speaker can conceptualise what opening an envelope, unwrapping a package, and removing wallpaper have in common or whether a Korean speaker can tell them apart. At issue is what are the consequences of having linguistic experiences that make these actions more or less similar by virtue of the language statistics. The input from English highlights doors and envelopes as having something in common (the ability of being opened) while the input from Korean does not.

It may appear that such differences in linguistic patterns are trivial in the face of perceptual evidence. We think otherwise. Consider again the case of colour categories. One could argue that the fact that Russian distinguishes between light and dark blue using distinct lexical items is trivial given that ostensibly the same meanings can be expressed in English simply by adding a modifier: instead of “siniye”, “dark blue”; instead of “goluboy”, “light blue”. However, even this seemingly superficial difference has potentially profound consequences. Although one can certainly describe colours as “light blue” in English, one cannot describe a colour as simply “blue” in Russian. Second, although in English “dark blue” means a darker blue than just “blue”, what counts as dark? In our analysis of a large database of English colour naming (Munroe, 2010), we found that the only colour names showing substantial agreement (>50%) were those that were named by single lexical items (blue, green, red, purple, etc.). That is, English speakers agree far more on what colours are “blue” than what colours are “light blue”. We would expect Russian speakers to show considerably more agreement on what colours are “siniye,” a prediction that has not been tested, to our knowledge. If confirmed, it would speak to the power of a common language to help align semantic knowledge across individuals (Lupyan & Bergen, 2015).

Cross-linguistic differences in meanings can also be observed even when words seem to have one-to-one translations. One widely used method for investigating word meanings (and semantic knowledge more generally) is asking people to generate associates given a word. The assumption is that two people whose representation of, say, “snow” is similar, will tend to generate similar associates when cued with “snow.” Do words that seem to have one-to-one translations mean the same thing in different languages? Consider the words “snow”, “idea”, “cheese”, and “jealousy” – words with straightforward translations into Dutch.

Figure 3 shows patterns of word associations for four words in English and their closest Dutch translations (De Deyne, Navarro, & Storms, 2013). Association patterns for “snow” and “idea,” have very similar associates. If we take word associations to reveal something about semantic knowledge, we can conclude that the semantic representations of “snow” and “idea” in English and Dutch speakers are quite similar. In other cases, however, speakers of English and Dutch show substantial divergence. For example, given the cue “cheese,” English speakers are more likely than Dutch speakers to produce the word “cheddar” and “mouse” while Dutch speakers are more likely to produce the words “yellow” and “holes.” Some of these differences probably derive from differences in direct experience. Cheddar cheese is far more popular in the United States than in the Netherlands, and (we surmise) the opposite may be true for cheese varieties with “holes”. Other differences however, likely have owed themselves to differences in the linguistic input. For example, the association between “cheese” and “mouse” – stronger for English than Dutch speakers – probably has more to do with differences in patterns of language use than differences in direct experience. Observed differences in word associations for abstract
words like “jealousy” reinforce this point. Dutch speakers are more likely to associate “jealousy” with “man” and “woman” while English speakers are more likely to associate it with “anger” and “rage,” a difference we also think is more likely due to language than by differences in direct experiences of jealousy. Preliminary evidence for hypothesis comes from analyses of comparing word-embeddings generated from Dutch and English input (Wikipedia-trained fast-text vectors). Correlating the semantic structure of the English semantic space surrounding the four words in Figure 3 revealed a .85 correlation between the Dutch and English semantic neighbourhood of “idea”, but only a .3 correlation between the neighbourhoods of “jealousy” (the two concrete nouns, “cheese” and “snow” have correlations of .75 and .55, respectively, going against the pattern shown by the word associations). Further investigation of this issue is clearly necessary.

4.3. Does the source of knowledge matter? Investigating individual differences

If our semantic knowledge is derived from a combination of perceptual and linguistic experiences and linguistic experiences help to make perceptually derived knowledge more categorical and abstracted, then people whose knowledge in a certain domain is more linguistic in origin may have a more categorical and abstracted representation than someone whose knowledge was more perceptually grounded. One consequence is that...
a person who learned, e.g. that alligators are green from books may be less likely to display interference of this knowledge by visual interference (Edmiston & Lupyan, 2017). To the extent that verbally learned knowledge also leads to convergence in the face of varying perceptual inputs, relying on language may also help people converge onto common semantic representations.

As a preliminary test of the latter prediction, in a recent study (Lupyan & Lewis, in prep.) we asked people to complete a word-association task and to answer several questions about the extent to which they experience thinking as an inner monologue (a measure on which people substantially differ, though for reasons still not well understood). People who responded as engaging more in inner monologue produced word associates that were less idiosyncratic and more similar to one another – as expected if words promote category abstraction. A question for future research is to explore the extent to which different experiences with language (e.g. reading more versus less, regularly talking to more vs. fewer different people, being monolingual vs. multilingual) affect the degree of alignment, or “success,” in the context of communication tasks (e.g. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

5. Summary

To what kinds of experiences do we owe our knowledge about the world? One kind, extensively studied, is engaging with the world through perception and action. Another kind, of which we know precisely little, is all the information we may be learning from language. Traditionally, many researchers have assumed that the relationship between language and semantic knowledge is one of mapping such that words derive meaning from being mapped onto conceptual representations that are formed independently of language. We criticise the words-as-mapping view as untenable, and argue for an alternative wherein our semantic knowledge is structured by both direct perceptual and action experiences as well as linguistic experiences. On this view, words, like other perceptual inputs, are cues to meaning and help to construct our conceptual repertoire (Elman, 2004, 2009; Lupyan, 2016; Lupyan & Thompson-Schill, 2012). This view places language alongside perception and action in its ability to structure semantic knowledge. One source of supporting evidence for the potential of language to structure knowledge comes from distributional semantics models that demonstrate the impressive amount of information that language conveys about space, time, relations, and even some basic perceptual facts. Recent work showing that distributional semantics mirror common social biases (Caliskan, Bryson, & Narayanan, 2017) further raise the stakes for understanding the causal connection between language and semantic knowledge.

Another source of evidence for the influence of language on knowledge comes from empirical studies showing that language augments category learning and the dynamics of activation of semantic/perceptual knowledge. Language appears to make semantic/perceptual representations more categorical.

Despite some tantalising hints at the power of language to structure semantic knowledge, many key issues remain unanswered. These include developing a better understanding of the role of language on a developmental timescale and the impact that different patterns of lexicalisation in different languages may have on the structure of semantic knowledge.

Notes

1. According to the Language of Thought hypothesis (Fodor, 1975, 2010), although many semantic facts are learned (for example that switchblade knives are illegal in some places), the (lexical) concept KNIFE – and all other lexical concepts – are innate. This assertion is largely ignored by practicing cognitive scientists and cognitive neuroscientists, but generative linguistics (or at least the minimalist programme version of it) seems to depend on the a priori existence of lexical concepts because otherwise the merge operation would have nothing to merge (Chomsky, 2010; see Bickerton, 2014 for discussion).

2. Language use of course involves perception and action, but for our purposes it is useful to distinguish between perceiving nonverbal stimuli (e.g. a real dog or a picture of a dog) and perceiving linguistic/symbolic stimuli (the word “dog”), and, likewise, distinguishing actions involved in making a sandwich and the action of using language to describe making a sandwich.

3. A somewhat different sense of “the mapping problem” involves figuring out the local reference of a word, i.e. that an utterance of “apple” refers to the particular apple sitting on the table (Lewis & Frank, 2013; McMurray, Horst, & Samuelson, 2012).

4. Not everyone who relies on the words-as-mapping view denies the role of words on conceptual development. For example, Waxman and colleagues have long argued that words facilitate infants’ and older children’s category learning (Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Waxman & Markow, 1995). Findings that words facilitate category learning are unexpected on the view that the categories existed prior to word learning.

5. One especially well-studied case of ambiguity is the word “some” which can either mean “some but not all” or “all.” One proposed solution to such ambiguities is to posit that there is a core meaning of “some” which is then modified by pragmatics making the word only look polysemous (Grice, 1957; Huang & Snedeker, 2009; see also Jackendoff, 1990). While the role of pragmatics in constructing
meaning is indisputable, we are unsure of what independent evidence supports the existence of “core meanings” in the minds of the speakers – meanings that are simultaneously abstract and precise enough to give rise to all the attested senses.

6. This phenomenon was termed “instantiation”: a process wherein a more general (e.g. “fish”) is interpreted as a more specific word (e.g. “shark”). Debate ensued as to whether instantiation effects were better understood as “refocusing” or “restructuring” (see Roth & Shoben, 1983 for discussion). For present purposes, we ignore the difference between these accounts, but note the parallel between such instantiation effects and those described by Zwaan, Stanfield, and Yaxley (2002) wherein people e.g. recognise a picture of an eagle with an outstretched wings faster after reading a sentence about an eagle in the sky.

7. We are not claiming that there are no universal dimensions to linguistically expressed meanings and are sympathetic to proposals such as Wierzbicka and Goddard’s Natural Semantic Metalanguage (Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2002; Wierzbicka, 1996), but the semantic primes of this proposed metalanguage share little with the kinds of concepts (CHAIR, DOG, SCHOOL) to which words are often thought to map onto.

8. Russian speakers refer to the hand by using the phrase “kist’ ruki”, but this phrase refers to a part of the arm rather than to a separate body part. To the extent that English speakers endorse the claim that the hand is attached to the arm rather than being a part of the arm, the meanings of “kist’ ruki” is not a direct translation of “hand”. Of potential interest, the typical meaning of kist’ is a [paint]brush, and is historically derived from the root that denoted a “bunch” or “bundle” (e.g. of twigs). The additional sense to refer to the hand is a later derivation (Fasmer, 2009). To speculate, there may be an analogy drawn between the fingers of the hand and the bristles of a brush, though such connections are unlikely to be psychologically real. For additional discussion of the semantic organisation of knowledge related to the body, see Majid (2015).


10. See also https://research.googleblog.com/2017/03/an-upgrade-to-syntaxnet-new-models-and.html for an example of the latest version of Google’s state-of-the-art parser (Parsey McParseface) applied to such “meaningless” sentences.

11. The example comes from an online lecture by Baroni http://docplayer.net/31565915-Distributional-semantics.html.

12. We focus on this skip-gram instantiation of the word2vec model. An alternative instantiation is continuous bag of words (CBOW) which involves presenting the context as input and learning to predict the target word. Besides neural network based models which are trained gradually using sliding word or context windows, there are now large-scale models utilising global word co-occurrence counts. The most successful of these is GLoVE (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014) which performs a bit better than word2vec when trained on very large corpora and somewhat worse when trained on smaller corpora.


15. The networks’ performance can also be fragile. For example, the shark/goldfish analogies (Figure 2(E–F)) work for a model trained on Wikipedia, but not for one trained on the Google News corpus. The Wikipedia-trained model correctly relates cats:leopards to dogs: wolves, but fails to relate cats: lions to dogs: wolves, instead outputting bulls, eagles, donkeys in place of “wolves”. It also fails relating cat:leopard to dog: wolf, outputting in place of “dog” lion, boar, and leopard. Note, however, that the model still shows sensitivity to the count status of the nouns.

16. The idea of motivation is related to Grice’s distinction between natural and non-natural meaning (Grice, 1957), with natural meaning mapping being motivated and non-natural (i.e. conventional) being unmotivated. There are some differences though. For example, using applause to signal approval might be seen as non-natural in that it is conventional and non-indexical, but it is nevertheless motivated in that the length of applause tends to correlate with the amount of approval. One cannot applaud without committing to some length and the length conveys meaning.
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